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E mbrace Skin-to-skin and Kangaroo Care!
“What do you mean, I need
AUSTRALIAN DAYCARE?”

KANGAROO CARE
is a common name for skin-to-skin.

Fina ll y gu ys, there’s a

PSYCHOLOGY

The best start for mom and baby is SKIN-TO-SKIN —Not just for breastfeeding, but also to
support the baby’s important brain development. Skin-to-skin provides a safe, warm place
where the baby's brain begins to make POSITIVE CONNECTIONS with mom and the world.
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Communication

Communicate EARLY AND OFTEN
Begin an open line of communication early with your baby. A lot can
be ‘said’ when a child and parent are skin-to-skin. NON-VERBAL CUES
like “I'm hungry” and “I’m tired” can be understood well BEFORE
CRYING monopolizes the conversation.

Nighty! Nite!
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Uh Oh! Full Load!

Incoming!
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REASON TO GO

SHIRTLESS!

Chow Time!
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Easier Breastfeed ing

It's father-baby bonding time–with
additional BENEFITS! Skin-to-skin
provides the most important stimulant for
the baby's BRAIN DEVELOPMENT in the first
eight weeks of life. Anyone’s skin will do.

Advance YOUR BABY’S DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH

Biology and Physiology
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Learning the Value of

Skin-to-skin is important for a baby’s BRAIN DEVELOPMENT — particularly in the first eight weeks
of life. IN FACT, breastfeeding benefits are only 10% nutritional and 90% DEVELOPMENTAL. 1

the Breastfeeding
Effect:

90%

Developmental
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Advanced C hemistr y t oo!

Psychology

NE HOUR
or More.

Dr. Nils Bergman. 2 Marianne Velendia, “Parent-Infant Skin-to-Skin contact studies,” Department of Women’s and Children’s Health, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden 2012.

Keep Calm AND COMFORT ON
Skin-to-skin calms and soothes BOTH PARENT AND CHILD. Parents
anxiety is reduced and CONFIDENCE increased with recurring
embraces — while the child’s temperature, blood pressure,
heart and respiratory rates maintain HEALTHY BALANCES.3
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Give your C hild

The close time spent with your baby
skin-to-skin creates a lasting and POSITIVE BOND.
10% And releases OXYTOCIN in the mother— a
Nutritional calming hormone that reduces depression.2
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Affection
Better bonding
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Confidence

Decreases anxiety
& depression

The baby’s first hour is TRULY SACRED, but
babies should continue to spend as many hours as
possible every day, skin-to-skin with either parent.

S tr en g th en
yo urB on d

STICK TOGETHER
CLOSENESS is one of the best ways to learn
about your baby and develop a critical
BOND with your child to last a lifetime.

Emotional healing
can occur sooner

Myron A. Hofer, “Psychobiological Roots of Early Attachment,” Current Directions in Psychological Science, Vol. 15, Number 2, p.84-88.

Unswaddle

Breaking through Common Customs

EXCESSIVE CLOTHING SLOWS DOWN YOUR BABY’S ABILITY TO INITIATE BREASTFEEDING.
Swaddling has long been the custom for comforting and keeping babies warm.
HOWEVER, when babies are swaddled, many hunger and feeding cues can be MISSED.

Going Somewhere?

Simply wrap your baby against your chest under
LOOSE-FITTING CLOTHING or special skin-to-skin
apparel. Don’t let heavy baby carriers and extra
baggage weigh you down.

Skin-to-skin delivers a more direct result. Be sure to wrap a
BLANKET over and around you both for added warmth and do not
expose the child to cold temperatures and breezes.
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